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The Idealized Emperor

As king of the geographical regions of Germany, Italy, and Burgundy, the Holy Roman
Emperor was charged with upholding and preserving justice, serving as a unifier of the
empire by maintaining a strong monarchical presence, and facilitating cooperation
between the empire and the Roman Catholic Church. This last charge had been the
preoccupation of emperors for centuries and breakdowns in the relationship between
emperors and popes over competing interests and realms of authority marred the ideal
of secular and spiritual arms working side-by-side in mutual support. As the thirteenth
century progressed, however, this relationship became less of the focus for emperors.
Focus instead shifted to internal strife within German territories. Competing dynasties
vied for power and territorial princes consolidated their local bases of power. Some also
expanded their territories into eastern lands where the emperor had no authority and
monopolized North Sea, Baltic Sea, and Rhine Valley trading markets. Furthermore,
unlike the territorial monarchies growing up around them, the German aristocracy did
not hold their land directly from the king. With limited land in Germany themselves,
emperors such as Frederick I, or Barbarossa, and his son Frederick II attempted to
assert imperial claims and authority over the wealthy lands outside Germany to make
up the difference. The revival of Roman law, which spelled out the rights and
responsibilities of emperors, in new institutions of learning—universities—bolstered their
claims and the actions they took to assert them. The growing independence of German
princes, and thus the failure of a strong monarchy in Germany to match its European
neighbors, resulted in emperors after Frederick II concentrating on internal politics and
shoring up their authority in their own principalities.  Also, at this time there was a revival
of the electoral process for the imperial title, forcing candidates for the crown to make
more and more concessions and promises to win sufficient support among the German
princes.

The fact that the imperial title was an elected honor and not one of dynastic succession
exacerbated growing division among the most powerful families in the German
territories. In earlier centuries, the Saxon and Swabian dynasties successfully
navigated the electoral process, securing the succession of father to son, but sons were
nevertheless elected in name. Competing dynasties, however, came to the forefront by
the election of Frederick I (r. 1152-1190), or Barbarossa.  Related to the two dynasties
vying for the crown, Barbarossa was a compromise candidate. He focused his efforts
outside of Germany, pursuing his imperial claims in Italy.  Independent Italian cities,
which formed the Lombard League against him in 1167, and the pope, who was
determined to exercise his own temporal rule over the Papal States, met him with
resistance.  In an effort to find another way to unify Germany and Italy under imperial
rule, Barbarossa married his son Henry to the heiress of the kingdom of Sicily and
southern Italy. Barbarossa’s plan, however, was thwarted by the premature death of
Henry, who left a three-year-old son, the future Frederick II, as heir to his southern
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kingdom.  In the wake of Henry’s death, a succession crisis erupted in the German
territories. The electorate in Germany chose Otto IV of Brunswick (r. 1209-1218), who
was closely allied to one faction. Frederick II, however, was still in Sicily.  The pope
backed Frederick II’s claims in Germany with the hope that he would return the favor by
staying out of Italian affairs. Rulership of Italy, however, was a crucial component of the
imperial vision Frederick II inherited from his grandfather.  Like his grandfather,
Frederick II pursued Italy through Lombardy, receiving the ire and excommunication of
various popes on numerous occasions. In the meantime, he issued the Statute in Favor
of the Princes in 1232. This proclamation recognized privileges granted to German
territorial princes, sanctioning the established and increasing authority of principalities.
When Frederick II died in 1250, the German princes were left with a lot of power.  They
resisted electing a new emperor until 1273. When they did, they chose Rudolf, a
member of the Hapsburg family that had no previous ties to imperial power. Rudolf (r.
1273-1291) more or less abandoned the vision of uniting Germany and Italy under
imperial rule and cooperation between the emperor and the pope in favor of shoring up
his authority in his own principality of Swabia.


